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A lot of things happened today. Bai nianxi was not in a good mood. First, Yao Mei
came to her house to make a scene, and then her apartment was complained because
she was piled with garbage and bloody animal bodies in front of her house.

Whether it's Yao Mei or this person, the reason for doing so must be to hate her.

She doesn't know who this person is, because the monitoring of this community has
just been good or bad a while ago, and the property side can't find out.

She just thought it was funny. Why should she live in the hatred of others?

Not in the mood to answer Kang Mobei's torture, Bai nianxi was a little tired and
threw away Kang Mobei's hand, "you can think as you like."

Conmber's eyes darkened.

"In a bad mood?"

"Well."

"Why?"

Bai nianxi's voice was a little feeble, "it has nothing to do with you."

There is a message coming from conmobei's mobile phone. After reading it, he looks
gloomy.

Put the mobile phone in front of Bai nianxi. There is a video inside. Kangmobei
doesn't play it. The picture stays in the moment when a pair of men and women are
naked.

"It's something to do with this, isn't it?"

The video in the mobile phone was just sent to him by Secretary Xing.

Bai nianxi frowned and shook his eyes. When he saw the video in the mobile phone,



his face suddenly changed. "How can you have this video?"

Feeling that Bai nianxi was not in a good mood after returning to the office at that time,
Kang Mobei asked Secretary Xing to check what happened. Secretary Xing also
looked at the monitoring to find out that it was Yao Mei who came to find her.

Yao Mei seemed to show her something, so Secretary Xing tried to get it.

Looking at Bai nianxi's reaction, Kang Mobei's eyes became clear and sarcastic. Sure
enough, it was because of Jiang zhiang.

"You haven't told me why you have this video." Bai nianxi looks serious.

"Is it hard for me to get something?"

Bai nianxi is a little angry. He thinks of the entanglement between Jiang zhiang and
Gu xuanlin in the video, which is the most private thing about Jiang zhiang!

That's a person's self-esteem!

"Conmobei! A lot of things in this world can't be taken away if you want! "

After hearing Bai nianxi's words, Kang Mobei's eyes darkened and her fists clenched
unconsciously. So, what does she mean?

"Why can't I take it when I want it?" Kangmobei stares at Bai nianxi with a frigid
voice.

"Is what you want yours?" Bai nianxi thinks of Jiang zhiang's video. He just thinks that
Kang Mobei's wrist is too overbearing.

"What I want doesn't belong to me. Whose does it belong to?"

Bai nianxi looks at Kang Mobei and feels that his words seem to have different
meanings. He didn't speak any more. He turned around and continued to pack up the
things on the sofa.

"You haven't told me, what I want doesn't belong to me, who does it belong to?" he
said

He said very calm, deep eyes in a dark, unpredictable, but the chest can not suppress
the ups and downs of the potential eventually sold him.

He was not at all as calm as he showed. His heart was full of waves.



It's not the problem that I just mentioned, but I don't know how things have been
turned in this strange direction.

Bai nianxi's voice also cooled down, "in a word, it's not yours, it's not yours."

The dark light floated in his eyes, his face was like a broken cold river, and his anger
was like a torrential flood, drowning all his reason in an instant.

"Bai nianxi, you remember that if I want it, it's mine."

Bai nianxi waved away Kang Mobei's hand, "unreasonable."

Kangmobei forced Bai nianxi's body to straighten up, "you, too."

Kangmobei's voice is full of repression and forbearance, but also with a bit hoarse.

"What if you like him? I'm still the one who sleeps you. "

Voice landing, white nianxi first Leng Leng, and then raised the other hand, toward the
north face of the fan in the past.

After the crisp voice, five delicate finger prints were left on the white and beautiful
face of commobei, which was particularly bright red in the dim light.

Shameless!

I don't know what kind of feeling is in her heart. Bai nianxi only feels angry. She feels
a little humiliated by Kang Mobei's words, and seems to be angry for something else.

She didn't want to hear from him that she liked Jiang zhiang.

Kangmobei was slapped, his expression was stunned, and the strength of holding Bai
nianxi's arm was also reduced.

After the fight, Bai nianxi was in a trance for a moment. The remaining reason made
her remember what she had just done? She hit commobei, she hit commobei!

Bai nianxi takes the opportunity to break open the hand of Kang Mobei and rush out of
the door. It's raining heavily outside, big enough to blur people's vision, unable to see
the direction in the rain.Bai nianxi stumbles and runs. The hand that just slapped
Kangmo north is still hot.

At that moment, she also failed to control her emotions. His irritability and irritability



seemed to make her particularly sensitive.

There was a lot of confusion in her mind. Bai nianxi didn't know where she was going.
In fact, after she was drenched in the rain, her mind was quite clear.

Why did she run out?

With a sigh, she thought, maybe it's because she slapped conmber that she was afraid
of death.

Bai nianxi stopped and walked a few steps slowly. The rain hit him and made him cool.
At night, the cold was also heavy. The autumn wind wrapped in the rain was blowing
on him, and Bai nianxi shrank.

"No place to go?" From behind came the deep voice of conmbe.

Bai nianxi turns around and finds that kangmobei has chased him out. His face is still
cold and calm.

Conmber is also in the rain.

In fact, as soon as Bai nianxi ran out of the apartment, he ran after her. She left, he left,
she stopped, he stopped.

Kangmobei step by step goes to Bai nianxi and raises her hand. Bai nianxi can't help
but raise her hand to hide. She knows that if kangmobei wants to slap her, she can't
hide.

It's just, it's better than doing nothing and being beaten, right?

But I didn't expect that kangmobei just took Bai nianxi's other hand and pulled back.

Voice a little light, "make enough words, it's time to go back."

Bai nianxi subconsciously obstinate.

"Why do you want to slap me again before you go back?" The rain came down from
his forehead, his wet hair was drenched, and the five finger marks on his white and
thin face were clearly visible.

His eyes were clear and indifferent.

When she thought that the red handprint was left by her, she felt guilty for no reason.
Bai nianxi thought that she was really crazy.
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